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In exercise of the powers conferred on the Department of Transport by section 55(l)
of the
Harbours (Isle of Man) Act 1961r and of ali other powers enãbüng it in
that ¡èrra6
the

following Regulations are hereby made: -

Citøtíon, commencem ent and revocøtìon

1' (l)

These Regulations may be cited as the Ha¡bour Dues (Merchant Vessels)
Regulations 2004 and, subject to section 55(5) of the Act, shall come into
operation

on I

Apnl2004.

Ø

The Harbour Dues (Merchant Vessels) Regulation s 20032 are revoked.

Applícation

2' (1)

Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) and the Schedule, these Regulations apply
to all
vessels entering, using or leaving a harbour.

(2)
(a)

Part tr (vessel dues) of the Schedule does not apply to_

fishing vessels, work boats and construction barges in respect of which vessel
dues are specified in fishing vessels, work boats and construction barges

regulations;

(b)

pleasure vessels and house boats in respect of which vessel dues
are specified in
pleasure vessels and house boats regulations.
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part trI (goods dues) and Part IV (passenger dues) of the Schedule apply to
(2) only to such extent as is
vessels specified in ìiU-p-agraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph
regulations or' as the case
specified in fishing 1r.rréh, work boats and construction barges

(3)

may be, in pleasure vessels and house boats regulations'

Harbour dues
purposes
The dues specified in the Schedule are the harbour dues prescribed for the
section 55 of the Act and shall be charged from I April 2004.

3.

of

Interpretatìon

4.

In

these Regulations-

"tleAct"mcanstheHarbours(IsleofMan)Act1961;
"articulated
motor vehicle"

Íailer in which the tailer is a
semi-trailer partially superirrposed on the motor vehicle which bears a

means a combination of a motor vehicle and a

portion of the semi-trailer's weight;
"constuction barge"

means a vessel constructed to carry out and support
which is working \^¡ithin harbour limits;

"creur"

in relation to a vessel, -

(a)

civil engineering works

means a person who is employed on the vessel but

does not include vehicle crew; or

(b) in relation to a pleasure craft or a taining vessel,
mcans any person carried on the vessel;
t'cyclett

means a passenger carr)'ing vehicle steered by handlebars;

"fishing vessel"

means a vessel which is for the time being used for or in connection with sea

frshing but does not include a vessel used for fishing otherwise than for

profit;
"fishing vessels,
work boats and
construction barges
regulations"

Work Boats and Construction
regulations which supersede those

mearx¡ the Harbour Dues (Fishing Vessels,

Barges) Regulations 20043

or

Regulations;
"goods vehicle"

"heavy passenger
vehicle"

t

sp No,

means a vehicle other than a vehicle which is constucted or adapted as
passenger carrying vehicle;

a

means a motor vehicle which is a passenger carrying vehicle other than
minibus, a motor car, a light passenger vehicle, or a motor cycle;

a
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"house boattt

craft;
as apply to, or are given effect in relation to, pleasure
means
For the pufposes of the defurition of "house boat", "adapted for use"
bywhether
habitatior¡
a
as
use
for
apt
made
that the vessel has been

(Ð

alteration of the vessel or alteration of the equipment, apparatus'
fitnents or furnishings on the vessel; or

(ii)theinstallationbyorforthemaster.ofthevesselofequipment,
to that
apparatus, fitnents or firrnishings in the harbour in relation
particular
that
vessel which are provided for or in connection with
vessel and its use as a habitation;

"light passenger

is

a passenger carrying vehicle not exceeding

vehicle"

mearNi a motof vehicle which

t'minibus"

having not
means a motor vehicle which is a passenger carrying vehicle
cat, a light
a
motor
being
not
seat,
driver's
the
more than 17 seats including
cYclo;
motor
passenger vehicle or a

t'moped"

means a motor cycle not exceeding 50cc engine capacity;

550kg unladen weigh! other than a motor cycle;

I'motor-assisted

is

pedal cycle"

mefurs a pedal cycle which
capacity;

ttmotor cartt

means a motof vehicle which

more than

9

seats

assisted

by an engine not exceeding 50cc

is a passenger carrying vehicle having not
including the driver's seat, not exceeding 6 metres in

overall lengtb, not exceeding 2 metres in overall height and not being a ligbt

passenger vehicle or a motor cYcle;

"motor cyclett

"motor vehicle"

"overall height"

trailer
meanÍ¡ a motor vehicle which is a cycle (including any sidecar o¡
but
a
moped
it
includes
four
wheels;
or
three
two,
having
which is attached)
pedal
cycle;
a
motor-assisted
does not include
means a mechanically propelled vehicle; it includes an arficulated motor
vehicle but does not includá a pedal cycle or a motor-assisted pedal cycle;

in relation to a vehicle, container, tank, pallet or other unitised cargo means
the
its height including road wheels and any load, being the distance between
(if
of
road-wheels
or
lowest-point of the lowest fixed permanent stmcture
permanent
fxed
point
of
the
they arå or could be attached) and the ¡ighl$
structure or ofthe load, whichever is the higher;

"overall length"

in relation to avessel or a vehicle or otherunitised goods carried on a vessel,
means the distance between the fo¡eside of the foremost fixed permanent
structure and the afterside of the aftermost fxed permanent structure;
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in relation to a vessel, means anyperson carried on the vessel, other than
the
crew ofthe vessel;

"passengert'

"passenger carrying

vehicle"

adapted for the carrying of passengers
des a motor-caravan used as living
a

"pedal cycle"

means

a

tailer it

includes a caravan used as

cycle propelled by haction pedals which

mechanically propelled;
t'pleasure

craftt'

is not

otherwise

means a vessel used in navigation which is not used for any purpose
other
than the recreation orpleasure ofthe persons carried on the vessel,
and-

(a)

provides space or accommodation only for the vessel's

equipment and effects, the persons carried on the vessel,
and the

personal effects ofthose persons;
(b) is not a fishing vessel;
(c) is not a pleasure ferry;
(d) is not a taining vessel; and
(e) is not a passenger ship within the meaning of the Merchant
Shipping (Passenger Ships Survey) 1rct tilg4.
"pleasure ferry"

mean¡¡ a vessel licensed_ to ply for hire as a pleasure boat
or a ferry boat
under the Harbour Bye-Laws 19055 if any p"tion on the vessel
is emptoyed
to navigate the vessel;

"pleasure vessels and
house boats

regulations"

means the Harbour Dues (pleasure vessels and House Boats)
Regulations
20046 or regulations which supersede those Regulations;

ttton"

means a ton of the gross registered tonnage of a vessel;

"haidnÈ vessel"

means a vessel which

taining

is being used only for the purpose of

bona-fide

as crerv of persons carried on the vessel, irrespective of
whether that

haining is vocational or recreational;
'tug'

ttunaccompanie

d"

in relation to a vehicle, means a vehicle which is not accorrpanied
by any
vehicle passenger carried on the vessel.

"unladen weight"

the manufacturcr's
d in any country or
ehicle stated in the

"vehicle"

o
5

u

lgTg

means a vessel constructed solely for the purpose of, and normally
used for,
providing external motive poìver for floating ob¡e"ts or vessels;

means a motor vehicle, a trailero a pedal cycle or a motor-assisted
pedal
cycle;

".ll

made 19 May 1905

sD No.3o/o¿
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in relation to a goods vehicle, minibus or heavy passenger vehicle mesns a
pêssengef cartted on a vessel who is the vehicle driver or any person who is
en-ployed on the vehicle;

moans a passenger carried on a vessel who is a driver in charge
carried on the vessel;

of a vehicle

a vessel, other than yeücle crew, who is
s carried onthe vessel;
means

h€s and other small vessels engaged in civil engineering works.

Regulation 3

SCHEDULE

HARBOUR DUES

MERCHA¡IT VESSELS
PART

I

vEssEL DUES, GOODS DIIES A¡fD PASSENGER DUES

1.

Where a vessel is obliged to enter a harbour to -

(a)

land a crew member or a passenger for urgent medical treatment; or

(b)

obtain emergency seryices with respect to safety of life on board,

no dues shall be charged in accordance with Part II (vessel dues) or part Wþassenger
dues)
provided that the vessel leaves the har-bour as soon as is practicable in
the circumstances, but
in any such circumstance dues shall be charged in accoidance with part m (goods Aues¡
in
respect of unloading or loading of goods if the unshipping of the c¿ìrgo was
not necessary in
the circumstances described in section 62(3) of the ntt an¿ ttre agfegate weight
of goods
unloaded and loaded exceeds 40 tonnes.

2.

If by virfue of provisions in this schedule

dues may be charged-

(a) in respect of a vehicle,

either in accordance
accordance with part IV (passenger dues) ; or

(b)

with Part m (goods dues) or in

in respect of a vehicle driver or any other person, either in accordance with part
Itr (goods dues) or in accordance with part rv þassenger dues),

the dues shall be charged
3.

in accordance with only one of those Parts, as provided in paragraph

3' If the circumstances referred to in paragraph 2(a) h respect of a vehicle or paragraph
2(b) in respect of a person apply to the charging of dues, the dues in respect
of the u"¡i.tã, tîr"
vehicle crew and any vehicle passenger shall be charged_
(a)

in accordance with part III (goods dues) if the vehicle-

(Ð
(ii)

(iiÐ

exceeds 6 metres in overall length, or
exceeds 2 metres in overall height, or
exceeds both those dimensions,
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and is carrying any good,s or burden which are not the personal effects
vehicle crew or vehicle passengers; or

(b)

in any other

case,

of the

in accordance with Part IV þassenger dues).

PART

II

VESSEL DUES
General:

This part applies to vessels entering or using a harbour (including remaining in, or
being laid up or lying in, a harbour).

4.

5. (l)

Subject to sub-paragraphs (2), (3) and (4), in the case of a vessel entering harbour
of the vessel and
vessel dues shall be calculated by ieference to the gross registered tonnage
charged in accordance with Vessel Dues Table A if -

(a)

the vessel is entering harbour for loading or unloading goods and the aggregate
the weights of the goods loaded and unloaded does not exceed 40 torures; or

of

(b)

the vessel is not entering harbour for embarking or disembarking passengers or
for loading or unloading goods.

(Z)

no vessel dues shall be charged in accordance with Vessel Dues Table A in

respect

ofa vessel entering harbour if-

(a) the vessel is entering harbour for loading or unloading goods and the aggregate
the weights of the goods loaded and unloaded exceeds 40 tonnes; or

(b)

of

the vessel is entering harbour for embarking or disembarking prissengers'

vessel dues in respect of a vessel laid up or þing in a harbour shall be calculated
and the
by referénce to the number of duyr for which the vessel is laid up or lying in harbour
Dues
gross registered tonnage of the vessel and shall be charged in accordance with Vessel
Table B.

(3)

no vessel dues shall be charged in accordance with Vessel Dues Table A or
vessel.
Vessel Dues Table B in respect of a training vessel whilst it remains a training

(4)
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Tables:

6.

The following Table applies to a vessel entering

a

harbour.

VESSEL DUES TABLE A
Vessel Dues charged for entry of a vessel to harbour
f.
Per ton or part of a ton
for each entry: .......

Minimum charge for each

0.199, but

entry:

Maximum charge for each entry:

7.

24.294, and
194.272

The following Table applies to a vessel laid up or lying in a harbour.

VESSEL DUES TABLE B
for tay up of a vessel in harbour.

Vessel Dues charged

(a)

(b)

r.

Laid up or lying in a harbor¡r for more
than 14 days; for each14 days orany
period less than l4 days,
per ton or part of a ton: ..
Laid up or lying in a harbour and
undergoing repairs or maintenance,
predominantly by and Isle of Man
based company, for more than
14 days:
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0.386

0.t22

PART III
GOODS DUES

8.

This Part applies in respect of any vessel entering or leaving a harbour and which is
carrying goods.

9.

Goods dues shall be charged in respect of goods landed from or loaded onto a vessel in
addition to vessel dues calculated in accordance with Part tr and passenger dues calculated in
accordance with Part fV, except where otherwise provided.

10. (1)

Subject to sub-paragraph (2) goods dues shall be calculated and charged in
accordance with Goods Dues Tables C, D, E or F.

(2)

No goods dues shall be charged in respect oÊ

(a)

a

(b)

fish landed from a fishing vessel to which the fishing vessels, workboats and

pedal cycle or motor-assisted pedal cycle; or

construction barges regulations apply.
Tables:
Lørge unítised goods

11. (l) The following Goods Dues Table C applies to a trailer, container, tank, pallet or
other unitised cargo which, at the time it is cargo of a vessel entering or leaving harbour, does
not form part of a motor vehicle, an articulated motor vehicle or a motor vehicle and trailer
combination, and which -

(a)

exceeds 6 metres in overall length; or

(b)

exceeds 2 metres in overall height; or

(c)

exceeds both those dimensions.

(2)

For the pu{poses of the Table, goods dues shall be calculated by reference to the
length of the goods.
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GOODS DUES TABLE C (TRAILERS & LARGE CONTAINERS)
Large Unitised Goods:
not being a motor vehicle and not comprÍsing
a motor vehicle and trailer combination

f.
Per metre

3.425; and

for part of a metre, per 10 centimetres or any
length less than 10 centimetres
that:

0.341; except

where a container is fully
laden with scrap metal or waste material for
environmental recycling, and is shipped
onto a vessel, a maximum charge in respect
of that container

t4.57

Lørge motor vehìcles

12. (1)

(a)

The following Goods Dues Table D applies to
a goods

(D

(iÐ
(iiÐ

:

vehicle or a combination of goods vehicles which-

exceeds 6 metres in overall length; or
exceeds 2 metres in overall height; or
exceeds both those dimensions;

or

(b)

an unaccompanied heavy passenger vehicle.

(2)

For the purposes of the Table-

(a)

goods dues shall be calculated by reference to the length of the rnotor vehicle and
any trailer which it draws and, in addition, shall include dues in respect of the
vehicle driver and other vehicle crew (if any);
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(b)

the overall length of an articulated motor vehicle includes both the motor vehicle
tractor unit and the semi-trailer, and the overall length of a combination of any
other motor vehicle and a trailer is the overall length of the drawing motor
vehicle and the drawn hailer including the draw-bar which joins the vehicles:

(c)

any person carried
a

in a goods vehicle shall be deemed to be vehicle crew and not

vehicle passenger; and

(3)

If the vehicle is a heavy passenger vehicle accompanied by any person other than
the vehicle cre\¡r', the dues in respect of the vehicle driver, vehicle and other persons caried
shall be calculated in accordance with Part lV(passenger dues) and not in accordance with
this Table.

GOODS DUES TABLE

D (LARGE MOTOR VEHICLES)

Unitised Goods (Large Motor Vehicles):
beÍng a large goods vehicle,large goods vehicle and trailer combination,
or an unaccompanied large passenger vehicle
f,

In respect of the vehicle or combination of
vehicles:
per metre:
and
for part of a metre þer l0 centimetres or any
length less than l0 centimetres)
and

In respect of the motor vehicle,
for the driver (if any) or any other vehicle crew
ca:nied with the vehicle, per person: .........

3.425;

0.341;

1.215;

except that:

(a)

where a goods vehicle (being either a
motor vehicle or a trailer)
is fully laden with scrap metal or waste
material for environrnental recycling, and is
loaded onto a vessel, a maximum charge in
respect of each vehicle (excluding the
additional charge in respect of the driver or
any other person carried) of: ................
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14.57; or

(b)

r.

where a heavypassenger vehicle is
unaccompanied by vehicle passengers,
a morimum charge in respect of that vehicle
(excluding the additional charge in respect
ofthe driver or any other vehicle crew carried)
of: ............

7.t22

Smøller motor vehicles

13. (1)
(a)

The following Goods Dues Table E applies to:
a goods

(i)
(ii)

vehicle or trailer which-

does not exceed 6 metres in overall length; and
does not exceed 2 metres in overall height;

or

(b)

an unaccompanied passenger carrying vehicle other than
vehicle.

(2)

For the pu{poses of the Table, goods dues shall be charged for each vehicle and,
in addition, for vehicle crew (if any).

(3)

If the vehicle is a vehicle specified in sub-paragraph (l) but is-

(a)

a

(b)

any other passenger carrying vehicle accornpanied by a vehicle driver or any

a heavy

passenger

minibus accompanied by any person other than the vehicle crew; or

other person,

the dues in respect of the vehicle driver, vehicle and other persons ca¡ried shall be calculated
in accordance with Part lV(passenger dues) and not in accordance with this Table.
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GOODS DUES TABLE

E

(SMALLER MOTOR VEHICLES)

Smaller goods vehicles, minibuses, motor cars, and motorcycles
not accompanied bY Passengers

î,

(a)

An unaccompanied motor cycle or
light passenger vehicle: ..................

(b)

An unaccompanied motor car:

(c)

An unaccompanied minibus

....'..'..

1.689
5.267
5.267;

and

in respect of a driver or other vehicle crew carried,

(d)

per person: ..

1.215

A goods vehicle which is a motor vehicle
under 6 metres in length:

5.267;

and

in respect of a driver or other vehicle crew carried,

r.2t5

per person: .................

(e)

Any othermotor vehicle to which this Table
applies not elsewhere specified in this
5.267;
Table:
and
in respect of a d¡iver or other vehicle crew carried,

t.215

(Ð

A trailer (other than a trailer drawn by
a motor cycle)

3.391

ßulk shíp cargo

14. (1)

The following Goods Dues Table F applies to bulk or general cargo, not being
any vehicle or other goods which is chargeable in accordance with Goods Dues Tables C, D
or E.

(2)

For the purposes of the Table, goods dues shall be calculated by reference to the
weight of the goods.
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GOODS DUES TABLE F (BULK CARGO)
Bulk Ship Cargo
Goods Dues calculated by weight:

(a). Liquid petroleum

f
products, per tonne

or part of a tonne

(b)

(c).

2.535

Dangerousexplosivesubstances
for which special handling arrangements
or precautions are required at harbour
(not including liquid petroleum products
referred to in entry (a)):
for each tonne loaded or unloaded, per
tonne or part of a tonne

t4.233

Bulk or general cargo, not
elsewhere specified in this Table
per tonne or part of a tonne

1.362

PART IV
PASSENGER DUES
General:

15.

This Part applies in respect of any vessel entering or leaving a harbour and which is
carrying passengers.

16. Passenger dues shall be charged in respect of passengers (including any passenger
carrying vehicle which they are accompanying) disembarked frorn or embarked on a vessel,
and such charge shall be in addition to vessel dues calculated in accordance with Part tr and
goods dues calculated in accordance with Pa¡t III, except where otherwise provided.

17. (1)

Subject to sub-paragraph (2) passenger dues shall be calculated
with Passenger Dues Tables G, H or L
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in

accordance

(2)

No passenger dues shall be charged in respect of-

(a)

a

(b)

subject to sub-paragaph (3), a person embarking on or disembarking from-

child under 5 Years ofage; or

(Ð

a pleasure vessel or house boat to which pleasure vessels and house boats

regulations aPPIY; or
(iÐ

a fïshing vessel, work boat or construction barge to which fishing vessels,
work boats and construction barges regulations apply'

Sub-paragraph (2Xb) has effect without prejudice to passenger dues being
payable io u."otd*.ã *ittt this part in respect of passengers who embark on, or disembark
another vessel notwithstanding that the passengers are caried to or from that other
vessel on a pleasure vessel, house boat, fishing vessel, work boat or construction barge.

(3)

to-,

Tables:
Ordinøry Passengers (other than day-excursíon pøssengers)
The following Passenger Dues Table G applies to a passenger who is not (or a
p*r"ttgét and the vehicle he is driving which are not) travelling in accordance with the
conditi,ons of carriage attached to a day-retum ticket issued by or for the ca:rier.

18. (l)

(2)

passenger Dues shall be charged in respect of passengers disembarked from, or
embarked on, u rn"rrrl in accordance with item (a), item (b) and item (c) in the Table which
shall be added together in either case.
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PASSENGER DUES TABLE G (ORDTNARY PASSENGERS)
Other than Day-Excursion Passengers

(a)

€

Driver of the vehicle
One driver

(b)

t.215

A passenger vehicle, where no
goods dues are charged in respect ofthe vehicle

(Ð A motor cycle or a light
passenger vehicle:

1.689

(iÐ A motor

5.267

(iii) A minibus:

5.267

(iv)A rnotor car with trailer:

8.6s8

(v) A minibus with

8.658

(vÐ A heavypassenger vehicle:

7.122

(vii) A heavy passenger vehicle with

(c)

D

trailer:..

10.513

Passengers not included Ín item (a) (driver) who are accompanying a vehicle
described in item (b) or are not accompanying any vehicle

(Ð An adult:

t.2ts

(iÐ A child over age 4 but under age 16 .....

0.607

ay-excursìon p ass engers

19. (1)

The following Passenger Dues Table H applies to a passenger who is (or a
passenger and the vehicle he is driving which are) travelling in accordance with the
conditions of carriage attached to a day-retum ticket issued by or for the carrier.

(2)

Passenger Dues shall be charged in respect of passengers disembarked from, or
ernbarked on, a vessel in accordance with item (a), item (b) and item (c) in the Table which
shall be added together in either case.
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pAssENGER DUES TABLE H (DAY-EXCURSTON)
Day-Excursion Return-Fare Passengers

f.

(a)

Driver of the vehicle
0.141

One driver
(b)

A passenger vehÍcle, where no
goods dues are charged in respect ofthe vehicle

(Ð A motor cycle or a light
0.845

passenger vehicle:

(iÐ A motor car:

2.634

(iiÐ A minibus: .....

2.634

(iv)A motor car with

4.329

(v) A minibus with trailer:

(vi)A heavy

passenger

..............,...

vehicle:

3'561

(vii) A heavy passenger vehicle with trailer:
(c)

4'329

.

5'256

passengers not included in item (a) (driver) who are accompanying a vehicle
described in item (b) or are not accompanying any vehicle

(Ð An adult:

0.141

.

(iÐ A child over age 4 but under age 16:

""'

0'607

Vísíting pleasure cruíse passengers

Passenger Dues Table I applies in respect
disembarked from and embarked on a pleasure cruise vessel visiting the Island.

20. (l) The following

of

passengers

(Z) A single passenger due shall be charged in respect of all passengers who both
disembark frorn and embark on the vessel.
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PASSENGER DUES TABLE

r

(PLE.{SURE CRUISE)

Pleasure Cruise Passengers

f
per

vessel

566.00

Minister for Transport

o

EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note does not þrm pørt of the Regulations)
Isle of Møn

Hsrbours

vested in the Deparünent
Harbor¡¡ Dues Regulations apply to the harbours

RAMSEy; pEEL; pOnc BnrN;
Liability to PaY

pont sr. MARy;

of

Transport: DOUGLAS; LAXEY;

CASTLETOIVN AND DERBYHAVEN.

Hubour Dues

1961 it-is the master or ownef of the vessel who is
dues provided for in these Regulations'
liable to pay tonnage dues, goods dues, anà passenger

By virtue of chapter

Harbour

Dues

II of the Harbours (Isle of Man) Act

(Merchant Vessels) Reguløtions 2004

TheHarbourDues(MerchantVessels)Regulations2004arctobeappliedin
ed
vessels
respect of tonnage aoer-¡;;",,"I due1") -fo1 merchant
""tèti"g
on goods landed or shipped' and passenger
,üårrr*oo".s, gãods dues
disembarked.

n ø pleasure vessel or
Reguløtions" (SD no'

fshi
house boat, are provided for by "Fishin
Tonnage Dues ("vessel dues") on a

29/04) antt "Pleasure Vessels snd House

(Merchant Vessels) Regulations 2003
These Regulations replace the Harbour Dues
ClassiJícøtion

(sD 51/03)'

o! Vehicles fot Goods l)aes or Passenger Dues

whether the
,'Unaccompanied,, and "accompanied" vehicles are distinguished for the purposes of determining
passenger
the
to
supplementary
is
t*:"1to.a due which
vehicle is subject to u goodr ãJ" in its o*t.¡ght or is
is
charged
due
a
or
due
goods
Passenger
A."otdi"gly, either a
dues on the passengers who are accompanying"il'
in respect of the vehicle, not both'
Vehicles not carrying Passensers:

by passengers (other than the

is not accompanied
If the vehicle is a goods vehicle, or a minibus or coach which
vehicle; and there is a supplementary charge in
the
of
driver and crew), a "good" J,r"i' i, charged ir. rr"p""t
respect of the driver and crew.
Passenger vehicles carrying passengers:

vehicle,
If passengers are carried in any passenger
-there
and any other crew ortrre-vehicle; and

D

and the driver
a "passenger due" is charged in respect of them

is a supplementary charge in respect of the vehicle '

ty-Exc ur s io n P as s e ng er s.

passengers (and their vehicles) who are in possession of dayseparate rates of passenger dues apply in respect of
excwsion return fare tickets'
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